
This tutorial is original, not translated, for customizer OpenMeetings.

We will put a logo-picture at the top and one on the other
OpenMeetings body.

It made it for OpenMeetings 1.9.1_r_4707, but is the same for any
other version.
1)

 We unloaded the singlewebapp, if you do not have it
 make a new folder and call her, for example, singlewebapp-4707.

Singleweb download the version you like (right click on
newly made folder - SVN Checkout). This is the url:

http://openmeetings.googlecode.com/svn/trunk/singlewebapp/

... if use singlewebapp TortoiseSVN and that you want to download
is for example 4707 would be (replace 3987 by 4707 in the image):

2)

After downloading the singlewebapp, move the folder "singlewebapp-4707" to: 

C:\

... or the root partition distribution,

Edit:



C:\singlewebapp-4707\WebContent\src\main.lzx

... and around line 16 add these two lines:

<include href="mediaimg1.lzx" />
<include href="mediaimg2.lzx" /> 

You must now make two new files just mentioned, with
a text editor such as "Notepad + +”, called respectively: 

mediaimg1.lzx and mediaimg2.lzx

... and place them in:

C:\singlewebapp-4707\WebContent\src

Write in mediaimg1.lzx:

<view resource="cabecera.png" /> 

Write in mediaimg2.lzx:

 <view y="110" resource="cuerpo.png" />

... cabecera.png would be the name of the logo image which would be the head,
cuerpo.png and the image would go in the rest of the body.

The dimensions of the image of the logo-header (cabecera.png) must be:

Height : 110 px

Width : ... here depends on whether you want to do for a screen monitor configuration

800x ...  1024x ...  1280x ... etc...

For example, you can do with a width of 1440 px. Knowing that
to view it in a different configuration monitor to 1440 px, will
something changed.

The dimensions of the image of the rest of the body (cuerpo.png) are:

Height : ... selected based on the resolution of the monitor. For example 900 px.
Width : ... the same you that you have chosen for the logo-header. In our example 1440 px.

Remember that the text or identifying image of the company should be left
cabecera.png the image, and always will be whatever the resolution of the monitor.
If you make the image with Gimp or Photoshop or... with layers, put the text or image
identifying left almost entirely ... experience.

Both images cuerpo.png and cabecera.png place them in:

C:\singlewebapp-4707\WebContent\src

3)



Edit the file again:

C:\singlewebapp-4707\WebContent\src\main.lzx

... and around line 99 find:

<view name="_mainbgcontentNavi" x="0" y="0" bgcolor="${ canvas.basebgcolorizer }" 
clip="true"

... leave it like this:

<view name="_mainbgcontentNavi" x="0" y="0" clip="true"

... this is to remove the background color by default appears in
space logo image and hide from our own.

Around line 49 find:

height="${ canvas.height-canvas.naviHeightDelta }" bgcolor="0xEEF0EB" 

...leave it like this:

height="${ canvas.height-canvas.naviHeightDelta }" 

... this is to remove the background color by default appears in
image space to hide the body to ours.

4)

Everything is done on the pictures, now let's compile.

You need to have Apache Ant installed.

Execute "Command Prompt" and we find ourselves in:

cd C:\singlewebapp-4707

... and write:

ant

... with this will generate a new folder called "dist" (in C:\singlewebapp-4707)
in which you will find one called "red5" ...this is our OpenMeetings with red5.
Just copy it to C:\ and rename for example to "openmee4707"
The rest is the normal installation. 

If you have before installed OM 1.9.1_r_4707, just copy:

C:\singlewebapp-4707\dist\red5\webapps\openmeetings\main.swf8.swf

...to your path installation:

......\webapps\openmeetings\

...replacing the original file, wich can be renamed.

Would be good also copy and replace:

C:\singlewebapp-4707\dist\red5\webapps\openmeetings\config.xml



5)

Edit the file:

C:\openmee4707\webapps\OpenMeetings\config.xml

... search around line 54:

<currentappname>OpenMeetings</ currentappname>

... and leave it like this:

<currentappname></ currentappname>

... or change the name "OpenMeetings" for you like to appear on the logo.

Well, that's all for now.
If you encounter any doubts please expose it in OpenMeetings lists in spanish
 or in english and we will answer.

Here can see the finish resultat:

https://cwiki.apache.org/confluence/display/OPENMEETINGS/Tutorials+related+to+OpenMeetings

or here:

Https://sites.google.com/site/openmeetingsespanol/file-cabinet

...called:

skin_OM_login.png
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